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Abstract: The life after pandemic has been most of us working from the comforts of our home, every single 

task that we used to do daily has become much more difficult because of the pandemic. We all know that work 

will never be the same, even if we do not yet know all the ways in which it will be different. One of things 

which all students did was, giving examinations. In todays’ pandemic affected world we are trying to bring 

ease to this painstaking process by introducing a safe and reliable exam hub-UNNATI to the students as well 

as teachers who are in dire need of a reliable option for the given purpose. This solution is also very 

environment friendly as it is online and results in saving a lot of paper. Also, it will provide a single 

destination for all examination needs at a minimum cost for the students and institutes. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

   Most examination solutions present in the market today are either non proctored or if they are proctored, they are very 

expensive to use. Every student cannot afford and should not have to afford such basic needs when it comes to testing their 

knowledge. UNNATI, provides them a great solution. 

 Anyone can use this system as it is not client centric, but it will be more beneficial and basically for testing needs. 

 All examination processes’ related work for the user can be done using this system. 

 It will provide all the papers in one place both for the teachers and students 

 Application Support &amp; Maintenance after deployment to production. 

 Provides a robust network between the teachers and students. 

 Students can easily analyze his/her strong and weak areas with the help of UNNATI. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

   Ghonge,Bag and Singh (2020) say that education has been a needed since dawn of the society and it to test whether the 

education has been imparted properly, the role of testing it becomes even more important. The approach to education in 

earlier times was way different than what it is today. In 21st century practical knowledge is considered way more important 

for students. Along with education, the way of teaching and the way of conducting these examinations has also changed [1]. 

   Earlier students used to stay at their guru's house, known as the gurukul and give the examination. Today students go to 

schools, colleges or universities to give their examinations. But when the pandemic hit us, it created a huge question in front 

of everyone as their was no alternative solution ready and if the solution was ready, most people were unfamiliar with how 

to use it. 

   Rangat, Singh, Jamadar, Salunke and Chavan (2018) concluded that Online Examination System is a computerized 

system which gives instant results and saves time. It is implemented by web based online examination software or through 

Intranet variance .It decreases the need of supervision during the exam is being examine or taken using web based Online 

Examination System gives a high level of clarity as opposite of traditional method. Most of Online Examination System 

gives the result and instantly. In schools and colleges, Online Examination System is able to reduce the workload of teachers 

by using automated test paper exams and marking schemes [2] 

   Bucea Manea-Tonis (2016) found in her research on Angular JS-The newest technology in creating web applications 

that Angular JS makes developing single page web applications easy even for those not accustomed with JavaScript or 

jQuery. Even more it provides the separation of application logic, data models and views a task that is needed employment 
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of large frameworks in the past. It is also very suitable for service integration and inherits dependency injection design 

patterns from the various aspects of oriented programming.[3] 

Use of automation tools like Maven has enhanced the overall working of the website.JPA helped us in managing and 

persisting the data between our Java objects and its use along with hibernate helped us store the data in RDBMS. 

 

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION 

   The current systems for examination have some advantages and disadvantages like, the ones that are proctored are 

expensive, and the ones that are cheap and affordable, have no way of controlling malpractise. 

   After the coronavirus pandemic students are not going to schools and colleges and therefore, they cannot give exams in 

pen-paper mode. The system is made in such a way that it counts every choice made as an ingredient in a recipe and all 

these ingredients come together to make a great dish. We ourselves have been through that process and wanted to come up 

with a solution that would help not only us but the future generations. 

   Many institutes were faced with the problem of conducting examination once the pandemic hit and this solution will be 

useful long after the pandemic is over. 

Thus, the system implemented has the following objectives- 

 Objective 1- A user friendly examination platform for both the teachers and students. 

 Objective 2- Reduce the cost of the conducting examinations online . 

 Objective 3- Getting rid of scattered data for both teachers and students. 

 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

   We used tools like sublime and eclipse to create the user interface in such a way that it is attractive and easy to use for the 

end user alongside being convenient and the for the creating the various classes such as controller, service, repository along 

with the test classes eclipse IDE was used. The use of tools like eclipse and proper naming convention made sure that we 

were working at industry standards. 

   To train and test the system properly multiple inputs were given from both the admin and the user side in this case multiple 

quizzes with multiple number of questions were fed into the system and attempted in a given amount of time to check the 

correctness usability and implementation of the system. 

   Various tools were used for backend implementation such as eclipse. Visual Studio, swagger ui and many more. Using 

multiple tools provided us great sense of flexibility as using multiple aspects of these tools helped us in creating the best 

possible version of our project. 

   We had to take care of service storage in this case as multiple teachers would feed multiple quizzes or multiple examination 

papers into the system and multiple students would give answers to those papers this would result in abundance of data 

which could create a problem in the server therefore the server storage was one of our main priorities and it was studied and 

tested in a great manner. So in this case MySQL was the best possible option. We used swagger UI initially to test our 

database and then went onto link the frontend and backend of the project. This ensured that all the data storage components 

were working smoothly before the final implementation. 
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Figure 1: Implementation in Eclipse (Source-Self Generated) 

 

V. RESULTS 

   We created an interface that is resultant of integration of Angular and Hibernate with Java ,that is going to turn out very 

useful for a students and teachers on different stages of their educational career. 

 
Figure 2: User Interface (Source-Self Generated) 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

   The aim of the project was to create an online examination portal that is reliable on all fronts for the teachers as well as 

the students using it. We want to make sure that the teachers conducting the examination are sure that this platform is safe 

from student malpractice. Students also have a reliable platform where at one place they will be able to get all the tests and 

their result. This concise solution will save them time and space. 
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